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Projekt Management Services

In order to introduce permanent change and innovation as successfully as possible companies often introduce va-
rious complex, international and competitive IT Projects at the same time, which thus end up competing with each 
other, often under extreme time pressure and with limited resources. The high quality standards required and the 
enormous challenge for the communications involved such as e–mails, telephone conferences and meetings are the 
daily challenge for an IT or specialist department.

As a serious Consultant we support your projects, as far as time, costs and scope are concerned, enabling you to 
achieve an optimum quality.   We enable you to employ efficient communications so that you can achieve lean and 
also transparent Project Control.   In this way we can recognise problems in good time and work effectively to neu-
tralise them.   The creation of a Project Management Office is included in our planning, with the aim of co – ordina-
ting project activities on the basis of common guidelines, and lightening the administrative load on Project teams.

Our References:

For many years Customers have shown their trust in us due fol-

lowing successful co – operation.   Our Customers range from 

market leaders in mid - size family companies (MDAX) to global 

players (Dow Jones, DAX).   

Our Promise: 

A down – to – earth approach, no glossy paper alibi solutions, 

based on pragmatic resolution of problems carried out with the 

required project management expertise.

Your advantage – Our Service:

Our target orientated Quality Management results in a minimum of testing work, with a maximum of high productivity 

and motivation throughout the project team, as well as the necessary acceptance at the client company

By means of Risk Management and the assistance of risk planning including a Risk Register we enable you to make risks 

visible, so that you can act in good time rather than react to emergencies.

We are spokesmen for disciplined communication management.   This means less e – mails, less telephone conferences, 

and more time for all project Stakeholders and their activities.

Our pragmatic project controlling is allied to a transparent project status management, supporting both management 

and the project team together with any other stakeholders in order to bring about rapid modifications and so to ensure 

the future success of the project.

Defined standards make projects comparable, and make possible the necessary knowledge transfer between projects.   

Our Project Management Office will build you the basis to enable this to happen.


